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Taxonomy
UDA is a special case of transductive transfer learning. We categorize methods into 
model-, data-centric and hybrid. Related problems are also discussed in the paper.

An overview of neural UDA in NLP (methods and tasks) is provided on the right.

Methods: SCL = structural correspondence learning; AE = autoencoder; SDA = stacked denoising AE; MSDA = marginalized SDA; DANN 
= domain-adversarial neural network; DSN = domain separation network; GSN = genre separation network; SSL = semi-supervised 
learning; LM = language modeling. Tasks: SA = sentiment analysis; LI = language identification; TC = binary text classification (incl. 
machine reading, stance detection, intent classification, political data identification, etc.); NLI = natural language inference; POS = 
part-of-speech (incl. Chinese word segmentation); DEP = dependency parsing; NER = named entity recognition (incl. slot tagging, event 
trigger identification, etc.); RE = relation extraction. *with cross-lingual adaptation. ⋄ applicable to UDA but main focus is supervised DA.

Problem
Learning under domain shift is a main challenge in NLP. We here review neural 
unsupervised domain adaptation (UDA) techniques which do not require labeled 
target domain data, a challenging, widely applicable setup in real-world scenarios.

From domain to the variety space
NLP is pervasively facing heterogeneity in data along many underlying (often 
unknown) dimensions, narrowly referred as domains. We suggest to use the more 
general term variety, rather than domain, which pinpoints better to the underlying 
linguistic differences and their implications rather than the technical assumptions.

Challenges and Directions
- Comprehensive UDA benchmarks (e.g., multiple tasks of increasing complexity);
- Back to the roots (e.g., revisiting classics, cf. SCL) and how knowledge transfers;
- Tackle the X scarcity (when unlabeled data is scarce or model training data is absent).


